OCTO PurePlace Building Mini

The PurePlace Building Mini uses the advanced AFLPCO® Photocatalytic Oxidation method to sanitise surfaces and clean the air. Both effective and harmless, OCTO Puriﬁer is derived from enhanced aerospace technology (NASA patent released on public domain) and can eliminate viruses, bacteria, fungi as well as odours and volatile organic compounds. Suitable for small-mid sized rooms (up to 30m²).

### PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

**OCTO PurePlace Building Mini**

The PurePlace Building Mini uses the advanced AFLPCO® Photocatalytic Oxidation method to sanitise surfaces and clean the air. Both effective and harmless, OCTO Puriﬁer is derived from enhanced aerospace technology (NASA patent released on public domain) and can eliminate viruses, bacteria, fungi as well as odours and volatile organic compounds. Suitable for small-mid sized rooms (up to 30m²)

**WEIGHT & DIMENSIONS**

(Purifier device)

- **Length:** 155 mm
- **Width:** 105 mm
- **Height:** 39.3 mm
- **Weight:** 410 g

### TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Air Flow settings: sleep mode and standard mode with automatic speed-up to max speed on high VOC levels
- Pollutants/VOC sensor with RGB light strips to indicate pollution level
- Coverage: up to 330 sqft / 30m²
- 12VDC supply (external PSU provided with 110-230Vac input)
- Ozone Level: <0.05ppm
- PCO cell based on a 235.7nm UVC Light source working in conjunction with a proprietary Nano-Metal catalyst
- Bi-Polar Plasma Ionizer placed on air outlet
- ≥80 million/cm³ Ion density
- Conceived for installation, without any kind of fixing fixture, over a flat horizontal surface

### CERTIFICATIONS

- Compliant with CE and FCC standards

### INSTALLATION

- Self Install
- Self install PCO cell replacement (every 8000 hours or when the device itself reports the need for replacement)
- User Washable Stainless steel "dust guard" filters

### GEOGRAPHY

- Worldwide

### AVAILABILITY

- Available in large quantities within one month from order.

---

*AFLPCO® is proprietary technology of Air For Life UK LTD.

OCTO does not guarantee, represent or warrant that the use of a photocatalytic oxidation purifier used in the OCTO PurePlace will prevent a vehicle’s occupant(s) from contracting any type of bacteria or virus-based illness, including, but not limited to, the common cold, coronavirus or influenza.

This document and the information contained herein are confidential and proprietary of Octo. Such information and data have to be treated by the Partner and all of its Subsidiaries/Affiliates with the highest degree of confidentiality. The Partner shall therefore impose the same obligations on its employees or authorized consultants, who obtain knowledge of this document and confidential information, unless those employees or consultants are already to the same degree bound by their contract of employment or consultant to nondisclosure. This document and its information cannot be copied, reproduced, disclosed, transferred, transformed in any form, transmitted or published without the prior written consent of Octo. Octo reserves the right to make changes to any part of this document and shall not be liable for errors or omissions contained herein, nor for any damages suffered or losses incurred in reliance on its contents.